
n 1901 Walter Streets, now perhaps the best re

membered of the Streets family, was born. His father

was Henry Streets, a travelling showman. Showmanship

was a family tradition, and it was expected that as soon

as young Walter was old enough he would turn to

showmanship for his living. In 1917 when Walter was

aged 16, he and his two brothers, Harry and William,

were sent out by their father to tour the showgrounds

in the family's motor van as sideshow operators running

a 'canary1 game.

Over the next ten years or so, the Streets brothers

were content to earn their living in this manner. One of

the games they operated was based upon the tradition

al six ball roll down — a game still found in many of

today's fairgrounds. A player, having paid his money to

the operator, is given six balls. These he has to roll

down an inclined plane into numbered holes or pockets.

His resulting score will determine whether he has won

a prize or not.

In 1926, William Streets thought up a brilliant variation

to the traditional game. Instead of balls, coins or discs

could be used so that they rolled down a chute (the

position of which could be varied) onto a playfield

comprised of a broad canvas band printed with alter

nating black and white parallel lines. To win, a player's

coin had to clear the black lines. The very simplicity of

the idea belied its genius. For the prospective punter

the seeming ease of the task made him all the more

ready to dip into his pockets. Indeed, to such an extent,

that the game, with automatic payout, is with us to this

day, having remained in almost constant production

for over half a century. The game was known as the

Win-a-lot, or the Electrical Roll Down Table. It is now

better known as the Wheel'Em In, due perhaps to the

unfortunate coincidence of its original name with that

of a well known brand of English dog food!

In the same year as its invention the Streets brothers,

under the guidance of their father, established a small

The Streets

manufacturing enterprise in Wembly, known appropri

ately enough as H. Streets and Sons. However, no

sooner had they undertaken the venture than they

found themselves having to fight off 'over eager"

competitors. In that year they brought a High Court

action against Messrs. Wilson and Murphy, who had

themselves engaged in the manufacture of curiously

similar devices. Realising the tenuousness of their

claim to precedence, Messrs. Wilson and Murphy

knuckled under and in January 1927 the matter was

settled out of court In that month the Streets advertised

in the World's Fair that they 'hereby give notice that

proceedings will be taken against any person using or

making the Win-a-lot, which consists of rolling a penny

or disc down a chute, into any design.' Having forcibly

staked their claim they settled down to enjoy their

monopoly.

The success of the Win-a-lot was coupled by changes

within the family set up. Brother Harry took off on his

own, establishing himself as a coin machine operator,

whilst their father left the stage, leaving his two sons

free to stake a brilliant future for themselves in the

automatics industry of the 1930's as manufacturers,

importers, and dealers of coin operated machines.

Late in 1932, the two Streets brothers burst forth

onto the market as purveyors of that phenomenon of

the 1930's, the pintable. In that year they launched the

Jiggers, a machine which proved very popular. It was

made by them under license from the newly formed

Genco Corporation of Chicago, itself to prove one of

the most successful American pintable manufacturing

companies of the decade. The Jiggers was, in fact, to

prove merely the tip of an iceberg. William Streets had

gone over to America, staying there for a number of

months, in a bid to forge links between his company

and American manufacturing concerns. By July 1933

the Streets brothers, now operating from Tottenham

Court Road, London, as the Streets Automatic and

Amusement Company, had become the sole British

agents for an impressive list of American companies:

the Universal Novelty company, H.C. Evans and Com

pany, Seeburg Machine Corporation, all of Chicago,

and the Star Machine Manufacturing Company, and

the Stutz Machine Corporation, both of New York. By

the time of Willie's return to England in August of that

year, Streets had imported a staggering 76 different

pin games into the country. Of these early games the

Jiggers was by far the most successful, 'making things

hum' with a turnover in excess of 250 machines per

week.

Whilst establishing themselves as one of the most

successful of the 'new pintable breed,' they also began

the importation of crane machines, which were to

prove yet another popular area of coin machine oper

ation. By July 1933 they had obtained the sole distri-
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